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Guided Journaling Series

Introduction
Reclaiming Leadership of Your Life
Before you do anything else, thank yourself for downloading this chapter of the Guided Journaling
Series. You've taken a small step toward big changes in how you show up for your life.
In this series you'll find journaling prompts that will allow you to write a coherent story about your
thoughts, your emotional well being and how these two come together to determine the
choices/decisions you make and the actions you take.
With every sentence you write, you learn to self-reflect on the stories you've been telling yourself
about who you are and what is important to you. Essentially, you acknowledge and validate the
significant role you play in determining the quality of your life style.
Once you realize you have power over your thoughts about and emotional responses to the
vicissitudes of life, you have reclaimed leadership in your life.

Carolyn van Es-Vines
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Mission &
Vision
The mission at Writing for Self Reflection is
simple: to inspire people like you to care about
what you're thinking and how you're feeling.
Every blog post, worksheet, workshop, course
and coaching program has at its foundation a
vision of a world empowered by a deep
understanding of the relationship between
thoughts, feelings, actions and the quality of
life.
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Career Journaling Worksheets

What to Expect
These worksheets are for anyone who is struggling to make a decision about his/her career. Journaling these
sheets in their entirety connects you to how you feel about your current work situation as well as your beliefs
about your power to make a change. Finally you'll have fun creating a Self-Reflection Resume, which will give
you insights into yourself that no traditional resume can.

Journaling Tips:
Create a Safe Space

Your journaling notebook is a sanctuary, the place you go to for comfort, advice, healing and well
being. It's the one place where you can be completely honest with yourself because no one else
has access to it. It is for your eyes only. It is not intended to be shared.

Leave Judgement at the Door

The only way for you to feel safe in your journaling is to practice being gentle with yourself. You
are your worst critic. You are hardest on yourself. You now have an opportunity to write a
different story in which you are your most spirited cheerleader... your most trusted
confidant...your wisest guide. Even when tough thoughts and feelings appear in your journalling
notebook, be good to yourself.

Write from Stream of Consciousness

Unless otherwise stated, all of the writing exercises in this series are stream of consciousness.,
which means you set a timer, pick up your pen and keep it moving for the suggested amount of
minutes. A journaling prompt is provided. Don't worry about grammar, spelling, punctuation. Do
not stop writing to analyze, criticize or philosophize on what shows up in your journaling
notebook.
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About Work

What You Believe

What you believe about work is determined early on by what we saw, heard and were told at home and in our
communities. Without realizing it, we interpreted these messages and internalized them as our truth.
The following journaling prompts connect your earliest beliefs about the importance of work. The goal at this
point is not to change those deep-seated beliefs. Rather, you're creating an awareness around the values that
are driving your current work habits and career choice.
For each journaling prompt you'll set your timer for 3 minutes. Write whatever comes to mind without
stopping your hand. There is no right or wrong way to journal.Grammar, spelling, punctuation, format are not
important. Ready? Go.

The person who has most influenced what I
believe about work is...

S/he always told me...

After he/she came home from work, I always
noticed...

I always heard her/him saying...
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about your job

How You Feel
You are not your job. It is an external reflection of what's
going on inside you. When you dislike your job, it is
because the tasks you perform are not in alignment with
your core values, the skills you most like to use or your
natural gifts/talents. This first exercise is a first step
toward alignment.

"You've got to find what you love...don't
settle." -Steve Jobs

Imagine:
It's Sunday afternoon, and you're doing what you normally do on a Sunday afternoon. Then you think, "Tomorrow's
Monday. I've gotta go to work."
What other thoughts come up? What sensations do you feel? Where in your body do you feel them?
For the next 10 minutes you're going to write in detail everything that comes up based on the above writing
prompt. There is no right or wrong way to write. The only "rule" is to keep your pen moving until your timer goes
off.
Grab a pen and your favorite journaling notebook. Set you timer for 10 minutes.
Ready? Go.
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your resume/CV

Reflecting on

What's on YourResume?
When's the last time you stopped to consider the stories that led up to each and every achievement you've listed
on your resume? Could you list your five favorite skills off the top of your head? To what extent are your core
values aligned with your job functions? What are your top three values?
Wouldn't it be nice if a prospective employer could know you in your totality instead of what you've
accomplished, the road to which that you may not have even enjoyed? If you've downloaded these worksheets,
chances are you've been ready to try something new, something more in alignment with who you are.
But What?
With the following journaling prompts you begin to answer that question by exploring the stories behind your
achievements, training, skills and experiences.
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My first job was

When I think about my first job, I feel

reeraC/boJ tnerruC ruoY

The skills I was/wasn't using in my first job were

The values I was/wasn't honoring while working my first job were

ot daoR ehT
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Those values were/are important to me because
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My worst job was

When I think about my worst job, I feel

reeraC/boJ tnerruC ruoY

The skills I was/wasn't using in my worst job were

The values I was/wasn't honoring while working my worst job were

ot daoR ehT
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My favorite job was

When I think about my favorite job, I feel

reeraC/boJ tnerruC ruoY

The skills I was/wasn't using in my favorite job were

The values I was/wasn't honoring while working at my favorite job were

ot daoR ehT
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The job that I felt I was at my best was

When I think about that job, I feel

reeraC/boJ tnerruC ruoY

The skills I was/wasn't using in that job were

The values I was/wasn't honoring while working at that job were

ot daoR ehT
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Those values were/are important to me because
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your ideal job/career

Visualizing

You've made it to the end. Now it's time to let your imagination run wild for a few
minutes.

You have all the time, money,
support and energy you need.

What are you doing?

Congratulations!

You've just taken your first step toward reclaiming leadership in your life. You've shown yourself that
Writing for Self Reflection can benefit the professional aspect of your life. Keep journaling! If you haven't
already done so, follow this link to more journaling prompts for all aspects of your mental health. See you
there!

JOIN ME ON
LINKED IN

let's connect

